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WASTE AVOIDANCE AND RESOURCE RECOVERY AMENDMENT (VALIDATION) BILL 2014 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Helen Morton (Minister for Mental Health), read a 
first time. 

Second Reading 
HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan — Minister for Mental Health) [7.55 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy Act 2007, which I shall refer to as the levy act, provides for 
a levy for waste landfill in the metropolitan area or metropolitan waste landfill anywhere in the state. The Waste 
Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007, which I shall refer to as the WARR act, provides for the 
establishment of the Waste Authority and the conduct of its business among other things. The levy provides an 
incentive to reduce waste disposed of in landfills and generates funds for a range of waste management purposes. 

In 2008, the levy act required regulations under the WARR act to be made by the Governor “on the 
recommendation of the Waste Authority”. On 23 May 2008, members of the Waste Authority passed a 
resolution without meeting. That resolution recommended the making of the Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery Levy Regulations 2008. On 20 June 2008, the Lieutenant-Governor and deputy of the Governor made 
the regulations, which were to come into force on 1 July 2008. Legal proceedings are currently pending in the 
Supreme Court of Western Australia in which two companies dispute their liability to pay the levy. An argument 
raised recently by these companies contends that the 2008 regulations are invalid because only four of the five 
members of the Waste Authority assented to the resolution of 23 May 2008. Clause 11 of schedule 1 to the 
WARR act provides that each member of the Waste Authority must assent to a resolution made without a 
meeting by letter, facsimile, email or other similar means. A search of the available material held by government 
has only revealed records showing that four of the five members assented to the resolution recommending the 
making of the 2008 regulations. 

Although the argument advanced by the companies turns on a technicality, the government is concerned that the 
argument is likely to succeed when the matter is determined by the court. The levy act and the WARR act give 
the relevant power to make a recommendation to five members of the Waste Authority acting together. They did 
not give that power to only four of the five members. The levy act authorised regulations to be made, but only on 
the recommendation of the Waste Authority. The government considers it likely that the Supreme Court will find 
that the conditions for the valid making of the 2008 regulations were not met. 

The WARR act also provides for the Waste Authority to make resolutions at a meeting attended by a quorum of 
three members. However, no such resolution was passed at any meeting before the 2008 regulations came into 
force. A resolution made without a meeting requires the assent of each member. I have described the companies’ 
argument as a technicality. It does not challenge the merits of the decision to impose the levy, or the policy 
implemented by the 2008 regulations. Further, the issue I have referred to does not deny the capacity of the 
Waste Authority to make the recommendation at all. The issue is simply that the members of the Waste 
Authority adopted a procedure which was not contemplated by the WARR act. 

Despite the technical nature of the argument, it has the potential to have significant impacts on state revenue. 
The waste avoidance and resource recovery account was established in 2008 under section 79 of the WARR act. 
The account holds revenue allocated from the levy and funds programs and waste management initiatives 
outlined in the Waste Authority’s business plan or as approved by the Minister for Environment. Increases to the 
levy rate were recently announced from 1 January 2015 as part of this year’s state budget. The increases will 
drive recovery of millions of dollars’ worth of valuable resources lost to landfill each year and significantly 
increase the recycling rate in Western Australia. The new rates will provide in excess of $130 million over the 
next five years for recycling projects, which represents a significant boost for the recycling sector. Priorities are 
likely to include support for new recycling and recovery infrastructure, and funding to encourage the flow of 
waste streams towards those facilities. 
The state has received approximately $187 million in levies and penalties since the commencement of the 2008 
regulations in July 2008. Forward estimates forecast that the state will receive $60 million in 2014–15, 
$104 million in 2015–16, $105 million in 2016–17 and $108 million in 2017–18. In proceedings currently 
pending in the Supreme Court, the state is seeking to recover more than $12 million plus penalties from two 
companies. Argument about the issue that I have identified has recently been adjourned by the Supreme Court. 
The cases are next listed for directions on 12 August 2014. 
The new argument raised in the pending legal proceedings regarding the invalidity of the 2008 regulations means 
that validating legislation is urgently required to be enacted to ratify the regulations, protect past and future 
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revenue streams generated by the landfill levy and ensure that the incentive to reduce waste and funding for 
recycling are maintained. 
The bill provides that the 2008 regulations and amendments to those regulations are to be taken to have been 
validly made and to have, and to have always had, full force and effect. It also provides that the rights and 
liabilities of all persons are to be taken to be, and to have always been, the same as if the 2008 regulations and 
amendments to those regulations had been validly made. The validity of legislation expressed in similar terms 
has previously been upheld by the courts. It will resolve all arguments that the making of the 2008 regulations 
was not authorised by the levy act and the WARR act. The bill will ensure that the levy can continue to operate 
as intended as an incentive to reduce waste disposed of in landfills and to generate funds for a range of 
environmental purposes. 

Pursuant to standing order 126(1), I advise that this bill is not a uniform legislation bill. It does not ratify or give 
effect to an intergovernmental or multilateral agreement to which the government of the state is a party; nor does 
this bill, by reason of its subject matter, introduce a uniform scheme or uniform laws throughout the 
commonwealth. 

I commend the bill to the house and I table the explanatory memorandum. 

[See paper 1529.] 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
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